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Artificial Intelligence (AI) has stepped onto the global stage

sparking an era of technology-infused advancement. AI’s vanguard,

deep learning, is powering a revolution in computational sciences, mak-

ing the seemingly impossible possible. We now witness a profusion of

applications, from visual object recognition to human behavior detec-

tion and visual search. The ripples of this technological transformation

are felt across myriad sectors, including healthcare and transportation,

highlighting the pervasive influence of these innovations on our daily

lives.

But these leaps and bounds aren’t restricted to real-world appli-

cations. These technologies have demonstrated their mettle in the

cloistered corridors of academic research.

Take the case of the benchmark ImageNet dataset. The error rate

of image recognition here is around 11.5%, underlining the significant

capabilities of these algorithms. Alongside this academic prowess,

the economic implications of AI and deep learning are considerable,

spawning new industries and jobs and substantially boosting economic

growth.

Yet, amid this technological fanfare, a troubling picture emerges.

Neil Thompson, the lead researcher at MIT CSAIL, has been vocal

about the rising costs of training intricate AI models. These burgeon-

ing expenses threaten to create a technological divide, with wealthy

corporations and institutions holding the reins of AI. At the same

time, academics, start-ups, and underfunded researchers are left in the

lurch.
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the environmental implications of AI systems. Training these systems

involves an enormous consumption of computational resources, leading

to high energy usage.

The fallout? The substantial computational resources required

for training AI systems have led to increased energy consumption,

resulting in a surge in carbon emissions, exacerbating global warming

and climate change.2 2 According to MIT researchers, train-
ing to achieve a 1% error rate would
potentially cost more than US$100
quintillion (that’s 100 × 1018 US dol-

lars) and result in 100 quintillion
pounds (45 × 1018 metric tonnes) of

carbon emissions. Thompson argues
that when expenses continue to spiral
out of control, researchers will have lit-

tle choice to shift their focus to more
efficient algorithms.

If the current momentum of AI, characterized by escalating com-

plexity and resource demands, remains unchecked, we risk teetering

on the brink of environmental and economic disaster. Thompson’s re-

search paints a sobering picture: costs soaring into quintillions and

an equivalent scale of carbon emissions to shave off a few percentage

points from image recognition error rates.

Adding to these challenges are the practical limitations of AI sys-

tems. Despite their significant strides, AI systems often need to im-

prove when navigating more complex tasks and environments. Their
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increasing complexity also raises thorny issues related to interpretation

and control, casting a long shadow on ethics and fairness.

The onus lies in developing efficient and eco-friendly algorithms as

we stand at this junction between technological progress and sustain-

able practices. The road ahead may be strewn with obstacles, but the

promise of a sustainable AI future could make this an odyssey worth

undertaking.
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